
Middle Ages WebQuest
Simulation 1

We begin our competition between the two queendoms today. Much like a medieval
jousting tournament, we hope the competition will be of a high standard with valiant efforts
from both sides!

Teams will be competing for points to see who comes out ahead after completing all the 
simulations for this WebQuest. An appropriate prize/reward will be determined by your 
teacher. Within each simulation, students will be assessed individually and as teams to 
determine their grades. 

Your Task:

This ongoing simulation is all about you playing your assigned role (e.g., artisan, serf, 
knight, etc.) living in the manor and/or town to share your experiences through your blog 
posting. Your teacher will be sharing various scenarios for you to react to and then write 
about in your blog. The role playing for each situation continues as you go to your 
classmatesʼ blogs reacting in your role to make comments to their posts. Do note that 
probably very few of you in your roles could read or write so think about reacting to each in 
situation by orally telling a story really getting into the voice of your character. 

The purpose of this simulation is to help you better understand the concept of 
perspective as you see your classmates in their respective roles react to events and 
scenarios. You also will be learning more about why we live together in society and how 
we are connected to each other. 

Potential topics to be developed into scenarios: 

-a drought
-the King/Queen puts forth a new tax on some to be named activity
-the Pope puts forth a new edict concerning the forming of a papal army
-a traveler speaks out about the importance of education for all children
-a sickness is spreading in a nearby manor

Do share ideas for potential events and topics with your classmates and teacher. 

Assessment:

The last scenario will be you writing a letter pretending like you are saying goodbye to your 
family, friends and other members of your society. What would you say to them? How did 
they affect your life? What were the connections between you and these people? You will 
write this letter in Google Docs and share it just with your teacher. Your teacher will assess 
how well you answer these questions and ones of your own as you work to show the 
connections in your society. Once you receive feedback from your teacher, you will further 
edit the letter and post it to your blog. 


